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A STUDY OF THE LOCAL COMPONENTS

OF THE HECKE ALGEBRA mod /

BY

NAOMI JOCHNOWITZ

Abstract. We use information about modular forms mod / to study the local

structure of the Hecke ring. In particular, we find nontrivial lower bounds for the

dimensions of the Zariski tangent spaces of the local components of the Hecke ring

mod /. These results suggest that the local components of the Hecke ring mod / are

more complex than originally expected. We also investigate the inverse limits of

the Hecke rings of weight k mod / as k varies within a fixed congruence class

mod / - 1.

As an immediate corollary to some of the above results, we show that when k is

sufficiently large, an arbitrary prime / must divide the index of the classical Hecke

ring Tk in the ring of integers of 1k ® Q.

1. Introduction. It has been shown by Atkin, Täte, and Serre that although there

are an infinite number of systems of eigenvalues for the Hecke operators in

characteristic zero, there are only a finite number mod /. The proofs of Täte and

Serre appear in a modified and generalized form in [2]. Moreover, using this result, it

is shown in [2] that the power of / which divides the discriminant of the classical

Hecke algebra of weight Ac grows linearly with Ac.

On close examination of Täte and Serre's proof, one sees that it implies more than

the result about a finite number of systems of eigenvalues. Indeed, it gives specific

information about the structure of the space of modular forms mod / which can be

translated into results about the local algebra of the Hecke ring.

For much of this paper we will borrow only one elementary lemma (Lemma 3.4)

from Täte and Serre's proof. By combining this lemma with basic properties of some

well-known operators on the space of modular forms mod /, we obtain significant

information about the structure of the Hecke ring mod / and also an interesting

result about the structure of the classical Hecke ring.

For the purposes of simplicity, we limit ourselves to the case of the full modular

group, although many of our results generalize to higher levels. Unless otherwise

stated, we let / be a prime not equal to 2 or 3.

The Hecke ring mod / of weight k, when tensored with the algebraic closure, can

be written as a direct sum of local components, each component corresponding to a

specific system of eigenvalues mod /. Moreover, we see in §3, that when k is

sufficiently large, the operator U = 7) will have a nilpotent image in some of these

components. We call such components i/-nilpotent and show that the non-U-

nilpotent components are in a certain sense trivial.
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One goal of this paper is to obtain a partial description of the [/-mlpotent

components of the Hecke ring mod /. For example, in §4, we examine the Zariski

tangent dimensions' of the i/-nilpotent components of weight k. Specifically, we find

positive integers Bx, B2, such that if k > Bx, the dimension of the Zariski tangent

space of at least one i/-nilpotent component is greater than or equal to two, and if

Ac > B2 the same is true for all (7-nilpotent components. Moreover, in §8 we show

that when k is sufficiently large, with the possible exception of a particular class of

components, the Zariski tangent dimension of all /7-nilpotent components is at least

three. These results imply that the local components of the Hecke ring mod / are

more complex than originally expected.

As an immediate corollary of the first result mentioned above, we prove a result

about the classical Hecke ring Tk. In particular, we show that any prime / will divide

the index of Tk in the ring of integers of Tk ® Q when the weight is sufficiently large.

It is interesting to observe what happens to the structure of the local components

of the Hecke ring mod / as the weight k approaches infinity. In order to do this, we

select a system of eigenvalues mod / and consider the corresponding local compo-

nents of weight Ac, as Ac varies within a fixed congruence class mod/— 1. These

components form a surjective system of local rings, and in §6 we study the inverse

limit of such a system in the (/-nilpotent (i.e. nontrivial) case. In particular, we show

that these inverse limits are isomorphic to power series rings in the variable U over

infinite-dimensional Fralgebras. It follows easily that in the case where the Zariski

tangent dimension equals two, the inverse limit must be isomorphic to a power series

ring in two variables over F,.

Many unanswered questions remain and, despite all of the information acquired,

the exact structure of the Hecke ring remains elusive, even in characteristic /. For

example, although we have found a lower bound for the Zariski tangent dimension

of the local components, the following question is still an open one. As k approaches

infinity do these dimensions become arbitrarily large or do they remain bounded? In

particular, are they ever greater than three?

The author wishes to thank John Täte and David Kazhdan for their advice and

concern, and especially Barry Mazur for his help and encouragement.

2. Modular forms mod /. In this section we briefly review some of the basic facts

about modular forms mod /. Let

Mk={f=2anq"\fEA(k),anEZ}

be the lattice of all modular forms of weight k for the full modular group whose

¿7-expansions have integer coefficients. Define Mk, the space of modular forms mod /

of weight k, to be the Frvector space

Mk = [f=2äHq"\f= %aHq" e Mk) C F,[[q]],

1 Definition 1.1. If A is a local ring with maximal ideal m, then the Zariski tangent space of A is

defined to be the dual of the space m/m when considered as an A/m vector space. In particular, the

Zariski tangent dimension equals the A/m dimension of m/m .
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where än denotes the reduction of an mod /. We also define the space of all modular

forms mod I to be the sum of the spaces Mk and denote it by M.

Swinnerton-Dyer and Serre ([8] and [6]) showed that MkC Mk+I_x and that Mk

has a nontrivial intersection with Mk, only when k = k' (mod / — 1). The concept of

the weight of a modular form is thus no longer well defined mod /, and we replace it

by the more useful concept of filtration.

Definition 2.1. The filtration of a modular form / G Mk is the quantity w( f ) =

inf{/|/EM,}.
The Hecke operators induce an action on the space Mk. Of special interest is the

operator T, which coincides mod / with Atkin's U¡ operator and is therefore denoted

by U. In terms of the ^-expansions of a modular form mod / of weight Ac, we have the

following formulae.

Formulae 2.1. (a) U: 1anqn Y+2anlq".

(b) Tp: 1 anq" h» 2 anpq" + pk~x2 anqn? ifp¥=l.

In order to investigate the structure of the Hecke ring, we introduce two other

operators on the space of modular forms mod /.

(a)V:2anq"Y^2anq'".

(b) 0 = q(d/dq): 2 a„q" y+ 2 nanq".

The map 0' ' is of special importance. It takes the modular form mod / with

¿/•-expansion 2™=0anq" to the modular form with ^-expansion 2fnj)=xanqn. In

particular, 0'~ ' acts as the identity when restricted to the kernel of U.

The following facts describe some relations between the operators V,0,U, and T .

They are easily verified from the above formulae and play a significant role in the

proofs of this paper. Note that throughout this paper, we write all operators on the

right.

Fact 2.2. (a) V and T commute if p ¥= I.

(b)V°U= Identity.

(c) 0 o T = pTp ° 0. In particular, ifp¥=l,Tp commutes with 0'~x.

(d) image 0 = kernel U.

(e) kernel 0 = image V.

3. The local components of Rk ® F,. We define Rk, the Hecke ring mod / of weight

Ac, to be the subring of End F Mk generated by the Hecke operators. If Tk denotes the

classical Hecke ring of weight Ac (see §5), then Rk » Tk/lTk [5].

Each maximal ideal of Rk ® F, corresponds to a unique system of eigenvalues for

the Hecke operators of weight k mod /. Such an ideal is generated by the operators

Tp — Xp where {Xp} is the corresponding system of eigenvalues. Since Rk ® F, is an

Artin ring it can be written uniquely as a direct sum of local components. Each such

component corresponds to a unique maximal ideal of Rk®F¡ and, hence, to a

unique system of eigenvalues.

Definition 3.1. Let Ak be a local component of Rk ® F,, m the associated

maximal ideal, and {Xp} the corresponding system of eigenvalues. We define Sk, the

generalized eigenspace associated to Ak, to be the set of those forms in Mk ® F,

which are annihilated by some power of the ideal m. Equivalently, Sk is the set of all

g E Mk ® F, which are annihilated by some power of the operators T — Xp for all p.
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Any local component Ak acts faithfully on its generalized eigenspace Sk and

annihilates the other generalized eigenspaces of weight k. Moreover the space

Mk ® F, equals the direct sum of its generalized eigenspaces.

By abuse of notation, we use the letters T or U to denote the images of the

operators T or U in the local component Ak. Then a local component is called

£/-nilpotent if the operator U is nilpotent in it. We now show that the non-U-

nilpotent components are trivial in the sense that their associated generalized

eigenspaces contain only elements of low filtration.

Lemma 3.2. Let Sk be a generalized eigenspace of Mk ® F, which contains a form of

filtration greater than I + I. Then the associated local component of Rk®F, is

U-nilpotent.

Proof. Suppose that the lemma is false. Then U is a unit in this local component

and therefore acts bijectively on Sk.

Choose h E Sk of maximal filtration. There exists g E Sk such that g | U = h. By

the definition of filtration, we clearly have w(g) > w(g\ U)> I + 1. But Lemma 1.9

of [2] states that if w(g) > I + 1, then applying U decreases the filtration. Therefore,

w(h) is strictly less than w(g) which contradicts our choice of h.    Q.E.D.

Corollary 3.3. If k is sufficiently large, Rk ® F, contains at least one U-nilpotent

component.

Proof. Immediate.

Let Wk be the vector space (Mk ® F,)/(Mk_l+x ® F,). In other words, Wk is the

quotient space of forms of weight Ac with coefficients in F, modulo the subvector

space of all such forms of lower filtration.

Let R be the subring of EndF M generated by the Hecke operators. We use the

term Hecke module to mean a module over the ring R. Since the Hecke operators

clearly induce an action on the quotient space Wk, we may view Wk as a Hecke

module.

The following lemma plays an important role in Täte and Serre's proof about the

finite number of systems of eigenvalues mod /. It also plays a critical role in several

of the proofs of this paper. Its original proof is due to Serre.

Lemma 3.4. If k> I + 1, then Wk <w Wk¡_¡i+X as a Hecke module.

Proof. See Case 2 of the proof of Theorem 2.4 in [2].

4. The Zariski tangent dimension. In this section we show that if k is sufficiently

large, the dimension of the Zariski tangent space (Definition 1.2) of at least one of

the {/-nilpotent components of Rk<8F, will be greater than or equal to two, and

when k is even larger, the analogous statement is true about all (/-nilpotent

components.

Recall the operators 0 and V introduced in §2. The following lemma summarizes

the effect of these operators on the filtration of a modular form mod /.
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Lemma 4.1. (a) w(f\ V) = lw(f).

(b) The operator 0 maps Mk to Mk+l+x. Moreover, w(f\0) < w(f) + I + I, with

equality if and only if l\w(f).

Proof. Part (a) follows from Lemma 1 .b of §2.2 of [7], and (b) is proven in [6] and

[8].   Q.E.D.

Lemma 4.2. Let Sk be a generalized eigenspace of weight k which contains an element

of filtration j where I + 1 <j < Ac//. Then the Zariski tangent dimension of the

corresponding local component of Rk®F¡ is greater than or equal to two.

Proof. Lemma 3.2 implies that we are in the (/-nilpotent case. Let g E Sk be a

simultaneous eigenvector of filtration less than or equal to j. The proof proceeds in

two steps. We first show that Sk contains a form h E Kernel U which is not a scalar

multiple of g, and then show that this implies that the corresponding Zariski tangent

dimension is at least two.

Step 1. Lemma 3.4 implies that Sk contains some element hx of filtration

jl - I2 + 1. Let h = hx\ B'~x. Then by Lemma 4.1, w(h) =jl. Since Ac 3= jl and Sk is

(/-nilpotent, it follows that h belongs to Sk. Moreover, h is clearly annihilated by (/,

but by comparing nitrations, one sees immediately that h is not a scalar multiple of

g-

Step 2. Let Ak be the corresponding local component of Rk ® F, and let m be its

maximal ideal. Since Ak is (/-nilpotent, (/ E m. However, U is not an element of m2

since g | V E Sk is annihilated by the ideal m2 but is not annihilated by U.

Suppose now that the Zariski tangent dimension of Ak is less than or equal to one.

The above paragraph then implies that the ideal m is generated by (/. Therefore, the

form /z, introduced above, is annihilated by m, and hence is a simultaneous

eigenvector with the same system of eigenvalues as g. Because of the relationship

between eigenvalues and coefficients of ^-expansions, this contradicts the fact that h

is not a scalar multiple of g.   Q.E.D.

Theorem 4.3. If I > 13, then whenever k 3» 2/2, the Zariski tangent dimension of at

least one U-nilpotent component of Rk ® F, will be greater than or equal to two. If

1=5, the result is true whenever k > 3l2 + 31, and ifl= 1 or 11, whenever Ac 3= 3/2 — /.

Proof. The cases where / < 13 are exceptional since they are the only cases for

which there do not exist modular forms of every possible filtration.

The theorem follows as an immediate corollary to Lemma 4.2 after noting that

when k is as above, some generalized eigenspace of weight Ac must contain an

element h of filtration

[21 if/>13,
1+ l<w(h)<\3l- I     if/ = 7orll,

[3/+3    if/= 5.    Q.E.D.

Lemma 4.4. Any generalized eigenspace contains a simultaneous eigenform of

filtration less than or equal to I2 + I. In particular, there are only a finite number of

systems of eigenvalues mod /.
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Proof. We have already seen (Lemma 3.2) that all non-(/-nilpotent generalized

eigenspaces contain only forms of filtration less than or equal to / + 1. Moreover,

Theorem 4.1 of [2] (whose proof is due to Täte and Serre) implies that any eigenform

in the (/-nilpotent case can be written as f\ 0" where a « / — 1 and w(f) *£ / + 1.

Lemma 4.1 concludes the proof.   Q.E.D.

Theorem 4.5. If k> I3 + I2, the Zariski tangent dimension of all U-nilpotent

components of Rk ® F, will be greater than or equal to two.

Proof. By Lemma 4.2, it suffices to show that when Ac 3= /3 + /2, any (/-nilpotent

generalized eigenspace contains an element of filtration y where / + 1 <j < I2 + I.

The previous lemma states that any such generalized eigenspace contains a form g

of filtration less than or equal to I2 + 1. Moreover, if w(g) < I + 1, then / + 1 <

w(g\ V)^l2 + I by Lemma 4.1.    Q.E.D.

5. Applications to the classical case. As a corollary to Theorem 4.3, we obtain the

following result about the classical Hecke ring. Let A(k) be the space of automor-

phic forms of weight k for the full modular group, and let Tk be the commutative

subring of Endc A(k) generated by the Hecke operators. The ring Tk is called the

classical Hecke ring.

It is well known that Tk ® Q is isomorphic to a direct product of totally real

number fields, and that Tk is a subring of finite index in the ring of integers 6k of

Tk ® Q. The index of Tk in 0^. has been computed when Ac is relatively small, but it is

natural to ask what happens to this index as Ac approaches infinity.

Theorem 5.1. Let Tk and Qk be as above. Then if I > 13, / divides the index

[6k : Tk] whenever k > 2/2. If I = 1 or II, I divides the index whenever k > 3l2 — I,

and if I = 5,whenever k 3= 3/2 + 3/.

Proof. Suppose that / does not divide the index [©¿.i Tk]. Then multiplication by /

is an isomorphism of the additive group 6k/Tk. Therefore, &k = Tk + l&k which

implies that the canonical map <f>k: Tk/lTk -* 6k/l6k is a surjection. Since Tk/lTk

and &k/l&k have equal dimensions as Frvector spaces, <pk is in fact an isomorphism.

Since 8k is a finite direct product of Dedekind domains, 6k/l6k is a principal ideal

ring. The above isomorphism thus implies that Tk/lTk is also a principal ideal ring.

But we have already seen that Tk/lTk is isomorphic to Rk. It follows that the

Zariski tangent spaces of all of the local components of Rk, and hence of Rk ® F,,

have dimensions less than or equal to one.

Theorem 4.3 then implies that if / = 5, Ac < 3/2 + 3/, if / = 7 or 11, Ac < 3/2 - /,

and if/3= 13, Ac < 2/2.    Q.E.D.

The author has also proven that the power to which any prime / divides the index

[6k : Tk] approaches infinity as Ac does [1]. The proof uses results of this paper.

6. Inverse limits of (/-nilpotent components. Since M} ® F, C MJ+l_x ® F), there

exists a canonical surjection RJ+¡ , ® F, ->-> Ry ® F,. Moreover, if Aj+/_, and Aj are

local components which correspond to the same system of eigenvalues, then Aj+I_x

maps onto A- under the above surjection. In this way, if we fix an arbitrary system of
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eigenvalues mod /, we obtain a corresponding surjective system of local components,

A  < <    A <-i— A

By considering the inverse limits of these surjective systems, we gain information

about the various rings Ak as Ac approaches infinity. The goal of this section is to

describe these inverse limits.

The inverse limit in the non-(/-nilpotent case is not very interesting. In fact,

Lemma 3.2 implies that in such a case, Aj » AJ+,_X **> Aj+2¡_2<^ ... whenever

j>4.
Thus, from now on, any component Ak which appears in this section will be

assumed to be (/-nilpotent. We define Ck to be the subring of Ak generated by the

Hecke operators T for p ¥= I, and we refer to Ck as the (/-independent subring of

Ak. Note that this terminology is somewhat deceptive. For example, under the right

conditions, the operator (/may belong to Ck.

To each surjective system of local components Ak, there corresponds a surjective

system of the subrings Ck. Let A and C denote the respective inverse limits of the

systems

Aj**— Aj+I_x*4- A-+2l_2<r*r- . ..

and

Cj<*-Cj+l_x*4- Cj+2I_2**~ —

We may clearly view C as a subring of A. We denote by the letter U that element of

A which maps onto U in all of the rings Ak.

Theorem 6.3. Keeping the above notation, the ring A is isomorphic to a power series

ring in the variable U over the ring C.

Proof. A standard argument using the fact that U is nilpotent in each Ak and that

each ring Ck is an Artin ring implies that A is isomorphic to a quotient of the above

power series ring.

To complete the proof we must show that any operator of the form 2f=Jc¡U',

where c, E C and ¿j ^ 0, has a nonzero image in the rings Ak when Ac is sufficiently

large. We do this by exhibiting a form h in the extended eigenspace corresponding to

Ak which is not annihilated by 2f=Jc¡U'.

Since Cj ¥= 0, then when k is sufficiently large we can choose a form g in the

generalized eigenspace corresponding to Ak such that g is not annihilated by Cj.

By repeated application of the operator U if necessary, we can adjust our function

g so that g | Cj does not belong to the image of V. By Fact 2.2(e), this implies that

g\cj\e'-1 *o.
Let h = g I 0'~ ' | VJ. One easily checks that

h | CjUJ = g | 0'~ ' | Cj = g | Cj | 0'- ' ^ 0,

but h | c,U' = 0 for all i > J.

This implies that h is not annihilated by 2%jC¡U'.    Q.E.D.

Corollary 6.4. A is isomorphic to a power series ring over a ring which is not a

field.
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Proof. Theorem 4.5 implies that the Zariski tangent dimension of A is at least

two.   Q.E.D.

The ring A is obviously an infinite-dimensional Fralgebra. We now show that the

same is true about the ring C.

Let Sk be the generalized eigenspace corresponding to Ak, and let S = U Sk be the

union as k varies over all integers in the above congruence class. We define the

quotient space S = 5/(image VHS).

Since C stabilizes the space image V n S, S may clearly be viewed as a C module.

Moreover, for any nonzero TEC, there exists g E S such that g | T J= 0. By

repeated application of the operator U if necessary, we can adjust our function g so

that g | T is not in the image of V. Therefore C acts faithfully on the quotient space

S.

Lemma 6.5. There exists a nondegenerate bilinear pairing between the Fçvector

spaces S and C defined by (/, 7')= 0\(f\ T) = the first coordinate of f\ T.

Proof. If / E image V, ax(f\ T) = 0 for all T E C. Thus the above pairing is well

defined. It remains to show that the kernels on the right and left are trivial.

Suppose that there exists f E S such that (/, T)= 0 for all TE C. Then, in

particular, am(f) = ax(f\Tm) = (/, 7/m)= 0 for all integers aai relatively prime to /.

Therefore/belongs to the image of Fand, hence,/= 0 in S.

Suppose, on the other hand, that there exists Tx E C such that ( /, 7", ) = 0 for all

/ES. Then

0 = (7| T, Tx )= a,(/| T\ Tx) = ax(f\ TX\T)= (f\ Tx, T)

for all/ E S and all T E C. By the previous paragraph, this implies that/| Tx = 0 in

S for all / E S. Since C acts faithfully on S, Tx must equal zero.    Q.E.D.

Corollary 6.6. C is infinite dimensional as an F ¡-vector space.

Proof. By the previous lemma, it suffices to show that S is infinite dimensional.

The space S will always contain at least one modular form g0 of filtration

Ac0 > / + 1. (For example, iff E S has a filtration which is too small, use/| V.)

By repeated application of Lemma 3.4, we can choose modular forms g„ E S of

filtration kn for all integers n > I, where kn = kn_xl — /2 + 1.

Any finite linear combination of the forms g„ with aj 3= 1 will be of filtration

congruent to one mod / and, hence, cannot be in the image of V (Lemma 4.1).

Therefore the images of the forms g„, n > 1, are all linearly independent in the space

S.   Q.E.D.
It is an open question whether or not there exist any (/-nilpotent surjective

systems whose inverse limits have Zariski tangent dimensions equal to two. We have

already seen that these dimensions can never be less than two, and we show in §8

that in "most cases" they are greater than or equal to three. The next proposition

shows that if such two-dimensional surjective systems do exist, their inverse limits

are completely determined.

Proposition 6.7. Let the rings Ak, A, Ck, C be as above. Suppose that A has a

Zariski tangent dimension of exactly two. Then A ~ F^X, Y]].
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Proof. Under the above hypotheses, Theorem 6.3 implies that the Zariski tangent

dimension of C equals one. Hence C is isomorphic to a quotient of F^-Y]]. The

previous corollary implies that C must equal the whole ring F/[[Ar]]. We conclude the

proof by applying Theorem 6.3 one more time.   Q.E.D.

7. 0-cycles. The ideas presented in this section were derived from a seminar talk by

John Täte. Until now, they were unpublished.

Fact 4.1 states that w(f\0) < w(f) + I + 1 with equality if and only if I \w(f).

In particular, if w(f) = 1 mod /, then w(f\ 0A) = w(f) + A(l + 1) for all 1 < /I <

/ - 1. We call the ordered set {w(f\0A)\A = 1,2,...,/- 1} the 0-cycle belonging

to /, and we represent it by the following diagram.

f fie fie2 fle^1

w(f)=ai + l %i+/+2      "ai+2i+3 a/i2 *

Figure 7.1

The dotted line here indicates that /1 0' = f\ 0, and hence one continues in a cycle.

Since w(f) ¥= w(f\ 0A) for any integer A, we say that/is outside of its 0-cycle.

We next consider w(f) = B mod / with 2 < B < /. Then Fact 4.1 implies that

w(f\0A)^w(f) + A(l + 1). In fact, each application of 0 increases the filtration

by exactly / -I- 1 unless the previous filtration is divisible by /. If the previous

filtration is divisible by /, applying 0 first adds / + 1 to the filtration, and then

subtracts off a positive integral multiple of / — 1.

Thus if we start with a form /, which is in the kernel of (/, we can schematically

represent the 0-cycle of /, as follows.

Figure 7.2
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The dotted line at the very end indicates that since /, is in the kernel of (/, then

fi\o'-l=U
Definition 7.3. / is called a low point of its 0-cycle if it occurs immediately after

a fall, equivalently iff= fx \ 0A and/, | 0A~[ has filtration divisible by /.

The goal of this section is to explicitly determine the 0-cycle of/,. To do so we

introduce the following notation. For each low point of the 0-cycle,/, we let c, — 1

be the number of times we add / + 1 to w( f ) before reaching a filtration which is

divisible by /, and we let b¡(l — 1) be the amount which we fall (after adding / + 1 to

the filtration) with the next application of 0.

Since a complete cycle includes a total of / — 1 applications of 0, then 2, c,■ = I — 1.

Since the cycle ends exactly where it begins, we note that

v/+i)(/-i) = 2c,.(/+i) = 26,.(/-i)
i i

and conclude that 2 6,- = /+ 1.

Moreover, when one starts at a filtration which is divisible by /, adds / + 1, falls

b¡(¡ — 1), and then adds (c,+, — 1)(/ + 1), one again reaches a filtration which is

divisible by /. Therefore,

cl+x + b, = ci+x(l + 1) - b,(l - 1) = 0 (mod /).

Since

2 (ci+1 + />,) = 2c, + 2/a, = / + 1 + / - 1 = 2/,
; i i

then there are only two logical possibilities. Either there is only one fall and

cx = I — 1, bx = / + 1, or there are two falls and bx = I — c2,b2 = I — cx.

The first case happens if and only if w( /, ) = 2 mod /. In the second case,

w(fx) = B mod / with 3 =5 B < /, and one easily calculates that c, = /— B + 1,

c2 = B — 2, bx = I — B + 2, and b2 = B — 1. We thus have the following pictures.

Case 1.

f_fie_ne^2

\al+2 a £+¿+3 (a-l)/+i*    *

Case 2.

a/+/-B+3 (a+B-2)/

Figure 7.4
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Corollary 7.5. If f is in the kernel of U and if I divides w(f), then w(f\ 0) <

w(f)-i+3.

Proof. We know that w(f\0) = w(f) + I + 1 - b(l — 1), where b is a positive

integer (Lemma 4.1). The above examples show that b is at least 2.    Q.E.D.

We now apply the above theory to determine the 0-cycles of modular forms / of

low filtration.

Example 7.6./is in the kernel of (/and 4 «£ w(f) < / — 1.

Then / is a low point of its 0-cycle which can be expressed as follows.

f f|e^k

¿+3-k (k-2)/

Note that in this case, the 0-cycle of / dips below / + 1 in two different places as

w(f) = w(f\0!'1) = k and also w(f\ 0'-k+]) = / + 3 - k. Moreover, the map

0i-k+\ ciearjy gives us an isomorphism between the kernel of U in weight Ac and the

kernel of U in weight / + 3 — Ac.

Corollary 7.7. The kernel of U is trivial for weights I — 1, / — 3, / — 5, / — 7 and

I- 11.

Proof. The kernel is trivial for weights 4, 6, 8, 10, and 14.   Q.E.D.

Example 7.8. /is not in the kernel of (/ and 4 < w(f)< I — 1.

We claim that under these hypotheses, /1 0 must be a low point of its 0-cycle.

Indeed were this not the case, there would exist a nonzero form g in the kernel of U

such that w(g) = w(f) and such that g\0 =f\0. By the previous corollary the

filtration of g, and hence the filtration of/, cannot equal / — 1. Therefore, w(g — f)

must equal w(f) and, in particular, it is not divisible by /. But g — / is in the kernel

of 0. This contradicts Lemma 4.1(b).

The 0-cycle of / can thus be represented as follows.

k k+i+l (i+l-k)i
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In particular, in contrast to the previous example, / is outside of its 0-cycle, and

the 0-cycle of/never dips below a filtration of / + 3.

Example 7.9. w(f) = 1+1.

The 0-cycle of/, a special case of Figure 7.1, can be represented as follows.

J+\              2i+2 J2+£
» »-—•     •     •
f fie f|fl/-i #

8. A better bound for the Zariski tangent dimension. Let Ak be a (/-nilpotent local

component of Rk ® F,. As we saw in the proof of Lemma 4.4, any simultaneous

eigenvector associated to Ak is of the form/| 0" for some eigenvector / of filtration

less than or equal to / + 1. We call Ak an exceptional component if/is of filtration

exactly / + 1.

Theorem 8.1. If k is sufficiently large, the dimension of the Zariski tangent space of

all nonexceptional U-nilpotent components of Rk ® F, will be at least three.

Remark. In fact, the conclusion of the theorem is true whenever k > I3 + I2.

Proof of Theorem 8.1. We first reduce the proof of our theorem to that of the

following.

Theorem 8.1'. // k is sufficiently large, then the U-independent subrings of all

nonexceptional U-nilpotent components will have Zariski tangent spaces of dimension

at least two.

Reduction to Theorem 8.1'. Suppose that Theorem 8.1' is true. Let

Aj «- AJ+I_X ««- ... be an arbitrary nonexceptional system of (/-nilpotent compo-

nents and let Cy«-C+/_( «*=- ... be the corresponding system of (/-independent

subrings. By hypotheses, when Ac is sufficiently large, the Zariski tangent dimension

of Ck will be at least two. Therefore, the Zariski tangent dimension of C = lim Ck is

at least two. Hence it follows from Theorem 6.3 that the Zariski tangent dimension

of A = hmAk is at least three. Using a standard argument about inverse limits

which depends on the fact that the Ak are Artin rings, we conclude that when k is

sufficiently large, the Zariski tangent dimension of the ring Ak in the above surjective

system will be greater than or equal to three.

Since Lemma 4.4 implies that there are only a finite number of essentially distinct

surjective systems of local components, it follows that when k is sufficiently large,

the Zariski tangent dimension of all nonexceptional (/-nilpotent components of

Rk ® F, will be at least three.   Q.E.D.

It thus remains only to prove Theorem 8.1'.

Lemma 8.2. Let Ak be an arbitrary U-nilpotent component of Rk® F¡, Sk its

associated generalized eigenspace, and CkEAk its U-independent subring. Suppose

that the Zariski tangent dimension of Ck is less than or equal to one. Then for any pair

of forms g, h E Sk, there exists T E Ck such that modulo the image of V either

g\T — h or h\T = g.
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Proof. Let Sk = Sk/(Sk n image V). Define a bilinear pairing between Sk and Ck

as follows: if g E Sk and T E Ck, then (£, T)= a,(g| T) = the first coefficient of

the ^-expansion of g | T. As in Lemma 6.5 one shows that this is a nondegenerate

bilinear pairing.

Let h be the image in Sk of h E S* and let (h) be the Q module generated by h.

It is then easy to see that under the above bilinear pairing, the orthogonal

complement (h)1- equals [T E Ck \ h \ T E image V} and, in particular, is an ideal

ofQ.
Since the Zariski tangent dimension of Ck is less than or equal to one, Ck is a

principal Artin local ring. Hence any ideal of Ck is a power of the maximal one. In

particular, the set of ideals of Ck is linearly ordered by the relation of containment.

Therefore if g, h are arbitrary elements of Sk, we can assume without loss of

* generality that (g)1" C (h)1. But this implies that (h) C (g).   Q.E.D.

Lemma 8.3. Let g, h E Sk. Suppose that there exist positive integers b, c such that

w(g\0b) <w(h\0b) but w(g\0c)> w(h\0c). Then the Zariski tangent dimension of

the ring Ck must be at least two.

Proof. Suppose that the Zariski tangent dimension of Ck is less than or equal to

one. Then by the previous lemma, there exists a (/-independent operator 7 such that

modulo the image of V, either g|7' = Aor/i|7'=g.

Assume without loss of generality that g\T = h modulo the image of V. Then for

any ai there exists a (/-independent operator 7" such that g\0" \T' = h\0". This

implies that w( h \ 0 " ) < w( g \ 0 " ) for all n.    Q.E.D.

Proof of Theorem 8.1'. By the above lemma, in order to complete the proof, it

suffices to show that when k is sufficiently large there exist g, h E Sk and positive

integers b, c such that w(g\ 0h) < w(h | 0h), but w(g\ 0C) > w(h \ 0C).

Since we are in the nonexceptional case, Sk contains a simultaneous eigenvector of

the form f\0", where / is of filtration j, which is strictly less than /+ 1. The

remainder of the proof is divided into two cases.

Case 1. / is not in the kernel of U.

By Example 7.8, the 0-cycle of/is pictorially represented as follows.

j \+J+1

In particular, w(f\ 0) = I + I + j and w(f\ 0I+1~J) = 21+2- j.

Thus Lemma 3.4 implies that there exists a modular form g, of filtration

(/ + 1)/ + 1 in the same generalized eigenspace as/| 0. Similarly, there exists a form

hx of filtration (1+2 — j)l + 1 in the same generalized eigenspace as/| 0l+]~J.
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Let g = g, I 0a  ' and h = hx\ 0a+i 2. Then if Ac is sufficiently large, both g and h

will be in Sk, the generalized eigenspace corresponding to/| 0".

But

w(g\0'+l'a) = w(gx\0) = (j + 2)1 + 2

<(l + 2)l+j+ 1 = w(A,|fl>) = w(h\0l+,~a),

and, on the other hand,

w(g\0>+2-"~j) = w(gx | 0,+ x^) = (1+3)1+2 -j

> (I + 3 -j)l + 2 = w(hx | 0) = w(h | e'+i-'-J),

which completes the proof in this case.

The idea behind this proof is illustrated by the following diagram.

Case 2. f is in the kernel of U.

The proof is analogous to that of Case 1, only the numbers are slightly different.

By Example 7.6, the 0-cycle of/can be represented as follows.

f j+¿+|
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In particular, w(f\0) = l+ l+j and w(f\ 0l+2~J) = 21 + 4-j.

Again Lemma 3.4 implies that there exists a g, of filtration (j + 1)1 + 1 in the

same generalized eigenspace as f\ 0 and a form hx of filtration (I + 4 - j)l + 1 in

the same generalized eigenspace as/| 0I+2~J.

When k is sufficiently large, the forms g = gx |0a~' and h = hx\0a+j~3 will

belong to the generalized eigenspace Sk.

However,

w(g\0'+l-") = w(g, | 0) = (j + 2)l+2<(l+ 3)1 +j

= w(hx\0J~l) = w(h\0l+l-"),

and, on the other hand,

w(g\ 0<+3-J-") = w(gx\ 0l+2-j) = (1 + 4)1+3-j

> (I + 5 -j)l + 2 = w(hx | 0) = w(h | 0l+3-J-a).    Q.E.D.

Remark. The above proof fails in the exceptional case because we cannot find a

simultaneous eigenvector in Sk whose 0-cycle has two low points, i.e.:

In the exceptional case, the 0 cycle of a simultaneous eigenvector has only one low

point, i.e.:
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